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Abstract 
We propose a method for comprehending the significance of metaphorical expressions by using an intuitive sensory association 
method implemented on computer. The metaphors we address in this work are similes. When simile expressions are used in 
human conversation, it appears that the listener uses intuitive sensory associations, cultivated through experience, to recall the 
characteristics of the subject and the predicate and comprehend the meaning of the metaphor by replacing the predicate with 
another appropriate word to describe the subject. A sensory association method has been proposed that is capable of clarifying 
these sorts of intuitive sensory relationships between nouns and their characteristics. The sensory association method outputs the 
sensations and impressions that humans naturally feel in response to a given noun. In this work, we construct a simile 
comprehension system based on the sensory association method and seek to use it to get computers to understand similes. In this 
paper, we define comprehension of a simile—such as “cheeks like apples”—as to convert the simile into the phrase “red cheeks.” 
The capacity to perform this conversion demonstrates the computer’s understanding that the two expressions are synonymous. 
The results of our tests indicated an accuracy of 65.7%; thus, by introducing a sensory association method we were able to 
exceed the accuracy achieved in a previous study. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction  
We propose a method for comprehending the significance of metaphorical expressions by using a commonsense 
sensory association method implemented on computer. The study of metaphorical expressions originated in the 
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fields of linguistics [1] and psychology [2], and in recent years has been taken up as a subject of research in a variety 
of fields under the framework of natural-language processing [3][4]. About the study of metaphorical judgement, a 
study [5] gives 65.6% of effects by the pattern classification using the meaning classification. 
The metaphors we address in this work are similes. These are metaphors that contain within the expression a 
phrase such as “like” or “as” that clearly indicate that the expression is a metaphor; a property of these metaphors is 
that the word being compared (the subject of the metaphor) and the word to which it is being likened (the predicate) 
are clearly identified. Similes are the primary object of study in research on metaphors. As one approach of study, 
there is a method using semantic network structure for neural network and the precision is around 30% [6]. The other, 
they express a set of properties indicating the respective characteristics of the subject and the predicate together with 
property values codifying the details of those properties, and the main focus of research involves quantitative 
computation regarding their relevance [3]. Techniques for representing sets of properties and property values include 
methods based on probability distribution values [7], methods rated based on cognitive psychology experiments [8], 
and methods using large-scale text data [9]. In addition, some systems [11] attempt to understand the meaning of 
similes using concept bases [10] that define the notion of words—which express sets of properties and property 
values—as sets of words (properties) that express the meaning characteristics.  
These methods have enjoyed some degree of success. However, to utilize only knowledge expressed in terms of 
probability distributions of sets using these types of large-scale text data is to fail to take the intuitive senses of 
human beings into account, thereby limiting the capacity of such methods to understand the meaning of similes. As 
an example, consider the metaphorical expression “Her cheeks were like apples.” Here the use of the word apple is 
intended not to convey the standard meaning of the fruit, apple, but instead is used to express an example of a red 
object. In a conversation between humans, the participants are able to grasp the meaning of the comparison being 
made in light of common sense. But it is just this element of intuition—which may be regarded as shared, mutually-
understood information between humans—that is so difficult to reproduce in computer conversation. 
When simile expressions are used in human conversation, it appears that the listener uses commonsense sensory 
associations, cultivated through experience, to recall the characteristics of the subject and the predicate and 
comprehend the meaning of the metaphor by replacing the predicate with another appropriate word to describe the 
subject. A sensory association method [12] has been proposed that is capable of clarifying these sorts of 
commonsense sensory relationships between nouns and their characteristics. The sensory association method 
outputs the sensations and impressions that humans naturally feel in response to a given noun. In this work, we 
construct a simile comprehension system based on the sensory association method and seek to use it to get 
computers to understand similes. In this paper, we define comprehension of a simile—such as “cheeks like 
apples”—as to convert the simile into the phrase “red cheeks.” The capacity to perform this conversion 
demonstrates the computer’s understanding that the two expressions are synonymous. 
2. Sensory Association Method [12] 
The sensory association method is a technique proposed for the purpose of outputting impressions and sensations 
naturally felt by human beings. In response to an input noun, the system attempts to commonsensible associate a 
given word with its characteristic, then outputs appropriate adjectival phrases. 
 Sensory words are adjectives that describe the sensations and impressions that humans experience in daily life; 
examples include “bitter,” “painful,” “cute,” and “dirty.” We have defined 215 words as sensory words. 
2.1. Sensory knowledge base 
A sensory knowledge base is a knowledge base that preserves relationships between words and sensations, 
constructed in reference to the layout of a thesaurus. The thesaurus used in this study [13] incorporates some 130,000 
words; it uses a tree structure to represent local/global relationships and upper-level/lower-level relationships among 
some 2700 significant attributes that express the meaning conventions of general-purpose nouns. Our sensory 
knowledge base contains 2066 representative words selected from thesaurus leaves and 696 classifying words 
selected from thesaurus nodes, each with assigned sensory words. By turning the knowledge base into a thesaurus, it 
is possible to inherit the sensory words assigned to upper-level nodes. 
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Fig.1 shows the structure of the sensory knowledge base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Structure of the sensory knowledge base. 
2.2. Association mechanism 
In the sensory association method, associations between words are realized by an association mechanism using a 
concept base, a large-scale knowledge base. The association mechanism is comprised of systems for defining 
relationships between basic words. The possible relationships that may exist between two words include not only the 
relations of synonymy, similarity, and inclusion, but also common-origin relationships, partial relationships, and 
other commonsense relationships that are not systematized. Watabe [10] and Okamoto [14] have studied relationships 
between concepts.  
The important notion proposed here was that of the concept base. A concept base is a large-scale database that is 
constructed automatically and mechanically from multiple electronic dictionaries or similar sources, with each entry 
regarded as a concept, and the independent words appearing in the explanation of those entries regarded as 
properties of the concepts. This is automatically constructed from multiple sources, such as Japanese dictionaries 
and contains approximately 120,000 registered words organized in sets of concepts and attributes.   
For a given concept A, the concept base furnishes a set of pairs (ai, wi), where ai denotes a property that expresses 
a meaning characteristic of the concept and wi is a weight that measures the importance of property ai in expressing 
concept A. If concept A has N associated properties, then A may be represented by the following equation. Here the 
properties ai are known as the first-order properties of concept A. 
 
A = {(a1,w1), (a2,w2), · · · , (aN,wN)}  
 
Because the first-order properties ai of a concept A are defined as concepts in the concept base, we can also derive 
properties from each of the ai in a similar fashion. The properties aij of ai are known as the second-order properties 
of concept A. Because Primary Attributes ai of concept A are taken as the concepts defined in the Concept Base, 
attributes can be similarly elucidated from ai. The Attributes  aij of ai are called Secondary Attributes of concept A. 
 Fig. 2 shows the elements of the Concept “train” expanded as far as the Secondary Attributes.  
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Fig. 2. Example demonstrating the Concept “train” expanded as far as Secondary Attributes. 
Calculation of the degree of association, which is the strength of the association between two concepts, is 
evaluated quantitatively using the concept base. The two concepts have been expanded as far as the secondary 
attributes, and the calculation is carried out using the weight to determine the optimum combination of primary 
attributes and to evaluate the weight of matching attributes.  
For Concepts A and B with Primary Attributes ai and bj and Weights ui and vj, if the numbers of attributes are L 
and M, respectively (L ≤ M), the concepts can be expressed as follows:  
 
A = {(a1,u1), (a2,u2), · · · , (aL,uL)} 
B = {(b1,v1), (b2,v2), · · · , (bL,vL)} 
 
The Degree of Identity (A, B) between Concepts A and B is defined as follows (the sum of the weights of the 
various concepts is normalized: 
 
¦
 
 
ii ba
ji vuBAI ),min(),(  
 
The method means available degree is common weight of common attribute. So based this idea, the degree of 
identity defines min of two weights. All attributes of two concepts get most appropriate partner using this degree of 
identify. The degree of association is calculated by using the degree of identify of corresponding attribute and 
corrected value.  
The degree of association is a real number between of 0 to 1, with a higher value indicating a stronger association.  
2.3. Sensory association processing: 7 types of operation 
 In the sensory association method, the sensory knowledge base and the association mechanism are used to identify 
candidates for sensory words via the following 7 methods. Nouns that are not registered in the sensory knowledge 
base are called unknown words. 
 
1. If the input is a representative word, we retrieve the corresponding sensory words. 
2. If the input is an unknown word and is present in the thesaurus, we identify it as a classifying word and retrieve 
the corresponding sensory words. 
3. We retrieve the sensory words included as first-order properties in the concept base for the input. 
4. We retrieve the sensory words for first-order properties in the concept base that contain the input. 
5. We retrieve the sensory words corresponding to representative words contained in the first-order properties for 
the input in the concept base. 
6. We retrieve the sensory words corresponding to classifying words contained in the first-order properties for the 
input in the concept base. 
7. We retrieve the sensory words contained in the second-order properties for the input in the concept base. 
2.4. Using reliability to output sensory words 
For each of the candidate sensory words produced by the 7 operations described above, we assess the number of 
words included among these candidates that are appropriate as sensory words, and set this value for the reliability. 
As inputs, we used 100 nouns that trigger some sensory word. 
The reliabilities of the 7 operations are listed in Table 1. 
     Table 1. Reliabilities of the various processing operations. 
Operation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Reliability 1 0.81 0.68 0.58 0.47 0.43 0.15 
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Candidate sensory words whose reliability exceeds a given threshold value are output as sensory words. Through 
experimentation we determined a value of 0.6 for this threshold. 
If a candidate sensory word is retrieved by more than one of the 7 operations, we calculate the combined reliability 
to determine a value for that word. If the reliabilities for a given input yielded by two operations are p1 and p2, the 
combined reliability P for the resulting sensory association is expressed as follows. 
 
P = p1 p2 / { p1 p2 + (1ˉp1)(1ˉp2) } 
3. Proposed simile recognition system  
3.1. Inputs 
We assume inputs consist of phrases such as—“a B like A”—in which two words A and B are linked by “like” or 
a similar word. We refer to A as the subject (item being compared) and B as the predicate (item being likened to). 
We assume that both the subject and the predicate are single-word non-proper nouns. The phrase connecting the 
subject to the predicate (“like” in the previous example) is called the indicator. Our system is constructed for the 
Japanese language, and we identified 5 types of indicators. These were identified from metaphorical expressions 
sampled from Japanese novels and newspapers. 
3.2. Retrieval of conversion candidates 
We use two methods to retrieve conversion candidates. A conversion candidate is an adjective that replaces a 
subject + indicator pair. Proposed method can process the predicate that is not registered with a sensory knowledge 
base as representative word by using association processing on Sensory association method 
3.2.1. Retrieval of candidates using the sensory association method 
Because the sensory association method outputs sensations and impressions naturally felt by humans, we believe 
it should be effective in retrieving words that express the characteristics of the subject and predicate. Thus, the 
method is used to retrieve sensory words associated with both the subject and the predicate then identify any sensory 
words that exist in common between them as conversion candidates. 
3.2.2. Retrieving candidates using sensory categories 
The sensory association method outputs the characteristic sensory words for given nouns. However, in many 
cases the predicate will not have a characteristic sensory word appropriate for expressing the subject. For example, 
in the phrase “hands like ice,” the predicate “hands” is not associated with the characteristic sensory word “cold.” 
However, the word “hand” is certainly associated with the word “temperature.” Here “temperature” is an example of 
what we term as a sensory category. Table 2 lists some of the sensory categories. We set 87 categories for the 215 
sensory words mentioned in Section 2. 
 
     Table 2. Some sensory categories. 
Sensory category Sensory word 
Color Red, blue, white, … 
Brightness Bright, dark, … 
Temperature Cool, hot, cold, … 
Pleasantness Pleasant, sad, difficult, … 
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 We use the sensory association method to obtain sensory words for both the subject and predicate and obtain all 
sensory categories for these words. Among the sensory words associated to the subject, we select as candidates 
those that share sensory categories in common with the sensory words associated to the predicate. 
3.3. Selecting conversion words by assignment of weights 
To the candidates identified in Section 3.2 we now assign weights. The weight of a candidate word is the product 
of the individual weights assigned using the two methods discussed below. We output the candidate with the 
greatest weight as our conversion word. For example, given the input “cheeks like apples,” we convert to the 
candidate with the greatest weight, “red,” and output “red cheeks.” 
3.3.1. Weighting based on reliability calculations 
We first assign weights based on the reliability values discussed in Section 2.4. If multiple sensory words are 
retrieved for a given word, words with higher reliability values may be regarded as being more easily recollected by 
humans in the given situation rather than lower-reliability words. Because candidate words are sensory words 
common to both the subject and predicate of a simile, each candidate sensory word has both a reliability value with 
respect to the subject and with respect to the predicate. We take the sum of these two reliability values as the 
reliability weight assigned to the candidate word. 
3.3.2. Weighting using dictionary definition sentences based on calculations of degrees of association 
 Because candidate words replace subjects, we assume a high degree of association between the meaning 
sentences for the subject and the candidate word. Thus we quantify the association between the meaning sentences 
for the subject and the candidate using the calculated degree of association [15]. In this work, the language resource 
we use to retrieve the meaning sentences of words is the Super Daijirin Japanese dictionary [16]. 
The calculation of the degree of association is a method that uses the concept base to quantify the strength of the 
relationship between two sentences. We followed the proposal of Watabe et al. [15] in using EMD—which is 
insensitive to the length of sentences—to calculate the degrees of association. We took the largest value calculated 
for the association between all meaning sentences for the subject and the candidate words as the weight assigned to 
the candidate word based on dictionary sentence calculations. 
4. Validation  
4.1. Testing protocol 
Three experimental participants rated the output produced for a given input phrase as follows: 2 points if the 
output is correct, 1 point if it is ambiguous, and 0 points if the output is incorrect. For each input phrase, we summed 
the scores of the three judges to yield a maximum score of 6 and a minimum score of 0, and considered the 
percentage of test phrases that gathered a score of 5 or higher as accurate. The test set consisted of 107 phrases 
collected via questionnaire. 
4.2. Test results 
Figure 3 shows the results of tests conducted in a previous study [11], while Figure 4 shows the results of tests 
conducted on the method proposed here. Point scores are listed in the figure legends. In the previous method, the 
properties of the subject retrieved from a concept base consisting of a large knowledge base of words are taken as 
candidates for words describing the predicate. Our method is a representative example of a method that does not 
operate from a commonsense standpoint. 
The method proposed here achieved an accuracy of 65.7%, compared to 59.1% for the previous method. 
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   
Fig. 3. Test results for previous study.   Fig. 4. Test results for the proposed method. 
4.3. Discussion 
Table 3 lists examples of outputs generated by the proposed method, while Table 4 compares some of its outputs 
to the outputs produced by the previous method. 
     Table 3. Examples of outputs produced by the proposed method. 
Input Output Score 
“Cheeks like apples” “Red cheeks” 6 points 
“Feet like an elephant” “Large feet” 3 points 
“Words like a blade” “Thin words” 0 points 
     Table 4. Comparison of outputs produced by the proposed method and by the previous method. 
Input Previous study (score) Proposed method (score) 
“Rice cake like a rock” “Round rice cake” (0 points) “Hard rice cake” (6 points) 
“Heart like the ocean” “Broad, generous heart” (6 points) “Beautiful heart” (0 points) 
 
Thus we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper by identifying conversion 
candidates using a sensory association method that mimics common sense human associations. Our method achieves 
an accuracy 6.6% greater than that of an alternative method that identifies conversion candidates from aggregate 
data using a large-scale text database. An analysis of the trends of when our proposed method fails indicates that the 
method often fails when the predicate is an abstract object, as in the example of Table 4.  
The method proposed in the previous study is capable of outputting adjectives with any degree of associativity 
with the predicate, and thus succeeds with some of the inputs whereas our proposed method fails. On the other hand, 
our proposed method is particularly effective for predicates which are tangible. This is due to the difficulty of 
identifying characteristic sensory words associated with abstract objects. A challenge for future work is to achieve a 
method capable of obtaining not only the characteristic sensory words possessed by predicates, but also any other 
sensory words they might possibly possess. 
5. Conclusions  
In this work we constructed a simile-recognition system with the goal of teaching a computer to comprehend 
similes. The results of our tests indicated an accuracy of 65.7%; thus, by introducing a sensory association method 
we were able to exceed the accuracy achieved in a previous study and have demonstrated that the introduction of 
commonsense human knowledge can be an effective technique in simile-recognition systems. 
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